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We report on experiments irradiating isolated plastic spheres with a peak laser intensity of 2–3 × 1020 W cm−2.
With a laser focal spot size of 10 μm full width half maximum (FWHM) the sphere diameter was varied between
520 nm and 19.3 μm. Maximum proton energies of ∼25 MeV are achieved for targets matching the focal spot
size of 10 μm in diameter or being slightly smaller. For smaller spheres the kinetic energy distributions of protons
become nonmonotonic, indicating a change in the accelerating mechanism from ambipolar expansion towards
a regime dominated by effects caused by Coulomb repulsion of ions. The energy conversion efficiency from
laser energy to proton kinetic energy is optimized when the target diameter matches the laser focal spot size
with efficiencies reaching the percent level. The change of proton acceleration efficiency with target size can
be attributed to the reduced cross-sectional overlap of subfocus targets with the laser. Reported experimental
observations are in line with 3D3V particle in cell simulations. They make use of well-defined targets and point
out pathways for future applications and experiments.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.94.033208
I. INTRODUCTION
Highly localized plasmas produced by intense laser pulses
played an important role in the early development and
understanding of laser plasma physics [1–4]. Meanwhile, the
10 GW giant laser pulses from the 1960s constitute the pedestal
or prepulse of today’s super-intense chirped pulse amplified
Petawatt lasers. Theoretical studies at presently achieved laser
intensities have elucidated scenarios that make use of isolated
mass-limited targets often showing enhanced ion energies
and peaked spectral distributions which may be favorable for
applications [5–11]. Recent experimental approaches to realize
mass-limited targets include water droplets with diameters
typically in the 10 μm range [12–14], gas-cluster targets in
the 100 nm range [15–17], and objects held by thin structures
in the 100 nm to few μm range [18,19]. In all these cases the
range of accessible target diameters is limited, while the next
solid structure is either directly connected or near the target at
distances of few micrometers and/or the target is surrounded
by significant amounts of gas. Such nearby structures (e.g.,
neighboring targets) have been shown to contribute to the
target interaction [15,20]. In this paper we present the first
experiment using truly isolated and well-defined polystyrene
(C8H8) spheres as targets, spanning an unprecedented range
of target diameters. Using such targets with high-energy laser
pulses enables the experimental test of several theoretically
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suggested regimes. Generated particle beams will facilitate
applications that rely on the limited number of target particles
and on the inherently small source size in a hitherto unavailable
particle energy range from such targets.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A schematic of the experimental setup is depicted in
Fig. 1. We employ a Paul trap [21], which was developed
particularly for the use with modern high-power laser systems
to position isolated targets in the laser focus. To have a tightly
focused laser pulse interacting with a micron-scale target the
relative positioning must be accurate. The current Paul trap
improves recent Paul trap-based laser-plasma experiments [20]
regarding several key issues, thus allowing for significantly
higher laser energies and a much larger range in target
diameters. First, the setup employs an ion gun [22] for charging
target particles instead of friction with surrounding gas. The
thereby achieved orders of magnitude higher charge to mass
ratios enable a reduction of the residual motion of trapped
targets at similar kinetic energy. Second, the (oscillating)
trajectory of a levitating target particle in the trap potential
is damped by a continuously working active opto-electronic
feedback loop instead of friction with buffer gas. This allows
for pressures lower than 10−5 mbar during an experiment,
which is a typical value for laser plasma experiments and
ensures that particle diagnostics are not affected by the gaseous
environment. The accuracy of target positioning is in the
micron range. The solid structures closest to the target are
trap electrodes at a distance of more than 5 mm. Commercial
targets [23] with diameters of 520 nm, 1.96 μm, 4 μm, 7 μm,
10 μm, and 19 μm were irradiated, spanning more than four
orders of magnitude in target mass and electron or ion number.
Target diameters have typical deviations of only 2% rms.
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup. All depicted com-
ponents are contained in one experimental vacuum chamber. OAP
stands for off axis parabolic mirror, PM stands for plasma mirror, and
PT stands for Paul trap. More details regarding the setup are specified
in the text.
The Texas Petawatt laser (TPW) delivered 65 J before the
plasma mirror and 55 J on target in 170 fs with a central
wavelength of 1057 nm. The laser pulse was focused by an
f/3 off-axis parabola onto a single inline plasma mirror and
subsequently to a focal spot size of ∼10 μm FWHM and a
peak intensity of 2–3 × 1020 W cm−2 on target. The resulting
temporal intensity contrast of the laser pulse up to several
tens of ps before the peak of the main pulse was estimated
of order 10−9–10−10. The laser-plasma interaction was mainly
characterized by the emitted energetic ions. For this purpose,
nuclear track detector stacks with angular acceptance of 20 μs
recorded protons at kinetic energies of 3.3, 11, 17.5, 21, 26,
and 28.5 MeV emitted orthogonal to the laser propagation
direction at 45◦ with respect to the linear laser polarization.
For practical reasons we accumulated shots on targets with
identical diameter. Downstream of the target a wide-angle
ion spectrometer (iWASP; cf. Ref. [24]) with an entrance slit
perpendicular to the laser polarization and deflection magnets
was used to measure angular dependent ion kinetic energy
spectra for each laser shot. In the detection plane a Fuji Film
image plate detector of type BAS-TR (IP) was used to detect
the signal. The IP was covered by 100 μm aluminum and partly
covered by 1 mm thick CR39 nuclear track detectors in order to
calibrate particle number and to distinguish carbon ions from
protons via penetration depth. We did not observe a notable
angular dependence of the ion signal over the accessible range
of ±5◦. To isolate proton spectra in the central region we
acquired protons integrated over limited angles (<1◦). The x-
ray-dominated background signal plus the detector noise level
have been estimated conservatively and subtracted from the
spectrum for each shot. Overall 19 out of 33 shots produced a
signal that can be evaluated and have been used in this analysis.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 shows the best and second best proton spectra, i.e.,
with the highest kinetic energies, obtained for different sphere
sizes. For large spheres (19 to 7 μm) the proton differential
spectra, d2N /dEd, decay exponentially with kinetic energy
FIG. 2. Experimental proton spectra recorded with the iWASP:
(a–f) Black solid lines are the proton spectra of best shots (max.
kinetic energy) for the respective target size taken from the central
region of the iWASP. Gray dotted lines are respective second best
shots. The red dashed line in (a) is the analytical spectrum for the
10μm case predicted [25,26] at characteristic energy of 4.2 MeV [27].
Blue dashed lines in (d) and (f) represent results of 3D particle in cell
simulations described in Sec. IV (dL = 8.3 μm), scaled to match the
respective number of target particles.
E, as expected from an ambipolar plasma expansion. The data
are well described by the self-similar isothermal expansion
model given in Ref. [25] for the spherical case or the
quasineutral approach given in Ref. [26], both yielding spectral
shapes of dN/dE ∝ (E/E0)1/2 exp(−E/E0). Equating the
characteristic (average) ion kinetic energy E0 with the hot
electron temperature of 4.2 MeV obtained from the pon-
deromotive scaling [27] for our intensity, we find excellent
agreement of the spectral shape, represented by the red
line in Fig. 2(b) for the 10 μm sphere. More interestingly,
the observed maximum proton (cutoff) kinetic energy of
∼25 MeV can be estimated from the same model by assuming
a hot electron density of 3.4 × 1023 cm−3, which is consistent
with a fully ionized polystyrene sphere. This agreement
is surprising since the employed ponderomotive scaling is
known to overestimate the electron temperature [28] for high
intensities in extended targets. Yet the ponderomotive scaling
for electron temperatures has been shown via simulations to
be applicable for mass-limited targets that are comparable in
size to the laser focal spot size [7].
For the large 19 μm spheres, both maximum proton kinetic
energy and particle number are significantly reduced. This can
be understood intuitively because the sphere can be regarded
as a large cooling volume which dissipates energy and reduces
the energy density. For slightly subfocus-sized 7 to 4 μm
spheres we find maximum proton kinetic energies of 28 MeV.
Occasionally we observe proton kinetic energy distributions
that exhibit a low-energy cutoff (i.e., nonthermal spectra).
Reducing the target diameter further to 2μm, the proton kinetic
energies decrease while the spectral shapes remain similar to
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the 4 μm case. For one shot on the smallest target used in this
experiment, 520 nm, protons are exclusively accelerated to
kinetic energies between 11 and 22 MeV while the low-energy
detection limit of the spectrometer is at 3.3 MeV.
The most apparent feature in Fig. 2 is that for single shots the
spectrum becomes nonthermal for sphere diameters smaller
than 7 μm, and that maximum proton kinetic energies are
reduced. We attribute this effect to a breakdown of simple
(ambipolar) plasma expansion into a vacuum, which can be
supported by the following estimate. Assuming a fraction
ηL of the laser energy EL is converted into hot electrons
with mean energy kBTe, the number of hot electrons is of
order Nh ≈ ηLEL/kBTe. For extended targets (foils or large
spheres) and for the employed laser parameters and target
material the absorption is likely to be ηL ≈ 0.5 [29] and Nh
is typically much less than the number of electrons initially
contained in the target NT . For subfocus sized spheres the
cross-sectional overlap of the target with the laser decreases
quadratically with the target diameter, leading to a similarly
decreased coupling efficiency ηL of the laser. Meanwhile, NT
decreases cubically with the target diameter. Hence, although
the overall efficiency of hot electron generation is decreasing
with decreased sphere diameter, NT is decreasing faster. A
crossover (i.e., Nh ≈ NT ) exists at a target diameter near
2 μm for our parameter setting. For further reduced target
diameters the simple estimate for Nh is no longer applicable.
In other words, smaller spheres are short on electrons to drive
an efficient ambipolar expansion. Instead, the hot-electron
escape depletes electrons from the sphere volume, and the
ion spectra start to evince Coulomb-explosion characteristics
in contrast to ambipolar expansion. For adequately small
spheres the Coulomb repulsion dominates the ion accel-
eration. Notably, effects caused by Coulomb repulsion in
multispecies targets can be observed at laser intensities much
lower than the classical limit for a pure Coulomb explosion
regime [30].
In fact, the absence of protons above kinetic energies of
22 MeV in case of the 520 nm target allowed the distinctive
measurement of maximum carbon kinetic energy for this shot,
which is in the range of 104–121 MeV. This means that the
slowest protons are at least as fast as the fastest carbon ions,
indicating the separation of both ion species and the onset of
an additional acceleration mechanism. That is driven by the
Coulomb repulsion of carbon ions boosting the kinetic energy
of initially slow protons inside the carbon-rich volume, thereby
eliminating the low-kinetic-energy part of the proton spectrum
and causing a shocklike [31] behavior as the inner protons
catch up and overtake protons that were initially further out.
IV. SIMULATIONS
In order to gain further insight to the three-dimensional
dynamics, 3D3V particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations were car-
ried out for fully ionized 500 nm, 2 μm, and 4 μm diameter
spheres using the plasma simulation code [32]. The simulated
targets consist to equal parts of C6+ and protons at an electron
density of 1.7 × 1023 cm−3, which corresponds to half solid
density of fully ionized polystyrene. The simulation box has
2688 × 1536 × 1536 grid cells with open boundary conditions
at a resolution of 16 nm and 104 particles per quasiparticle.
The simulated laser is a spatially and temporally Gaussian laser
pulse with 55 fs FWHM duration and dL = 8.3 μm or 3 μm
FWHM focus at a peak normalized amplitude of a0 = 12. The
parameters were chosen taking into account computational
limitations, while keeping the Nh/NT ratio close to the
experimental parameters for the respective target diameters.
The simulations largely confirm the above qualitative ideas
of the transition from ambipolar expansion to a Coulomb-
repulsion-dominated scheme by the depletion of electrons
from the isolated plasma. This includes the change in the
spectral distribution of protons as depicted in Figs. 2(d)
and 2(f). Emulating the experimental situation, only protons
emitted in a 20◦ cone towards laser propagation direction have
been taken into account for this comparison. In Fig. 3(a) it is
well visible that the 4 μm diameter target stays opaque during
the interaction. The position of the critical density surface
stays close to the initial target-vacuum interface, while short
bunches of electrons are carried away in the laser propagation
direction by the ponderomotive force of the laser. At the end
of the simulation (231 fs after the peak of the interaction),
only 0.5% of the target electrons have been removed from
the vicinity of the target. The consequence is a predominant
ambipolar expansion observed in the ion behavior that leads to
the corresponding decaying proton kinetic energy distribution.
In comparison, Fig. 3(b) shows the same laser pulse interacting
with a 500 nm diameter target. In a similar fashion electron
bunches are removed from the target that starts to disintegrate
during the process. A much larger fraction of 87% of the target
electrons is removed until the end of the simulation, leading
to the increased impact of Coulomb repulsion between ions.
Indeed, the large charge carried by the heavier and slower
carbon ions pushes protons out of the carbon-rich volume,
thus forming a dense expanding proton shell with a prevalence
towards the target rear side.
V. ENERGY EFFICIENCY
We further quantify the efficiency of laser energy conver-
sion to proton kinetic energy and compare our experimental
results quantitatively to both simulations and simple estimates
described above. To extract the emission angle from our
experimental data we evaluate the nuclear track detector stack
at 90◦. Except for the largest sphere, the detector stacks
show smaller proton numbers and energies than observed
in forward direction. From that we estimate a (very coarse)
opening or divergence angle of the protons between π and 4π
sr, which agrees with simulations. Integration of the proton
kinetic energy distributions in a forward direction shown
in Fig. 2 over energies beyond 3.3 MeV (iWASP detection
limit) and multiplying it with π sr, a conservative estimate
for the solid angle of emission, yields the number of protons
emitted from the sphere. Interestingly, for the small spheres
with diameters smaller than 4 μm this number approaches
the number of protons initially contained in the polystyrene
sphere. Furthermore we divide the kinetic energy contained
in registered protons by the incident laser energy. The such
defined energy conversion efficiency ηlp is depicted in Fig. 4
and reaches remarkably large values of 4% for a target diameter
of 10 μm, matching the focal spot size. As discussed before, we
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FIG. 3. Zoomed snapshots of the PIC simulation at 15 fs after the peak interaction for (a) a 4 μm diameter target and (b) a 500 nm diameter
target. The laser pulse is polarized in the x = 0 plane with a peak normalized amplitude of a0 = 12 and FWHM spot size of dL = 8.3 μm.
The initial target diameters and positions are indicated by the solid orange sphere at x = y = z = 0. Electron iso-density surfaces are shown
at ne = ncrit and ne = 0.05ncrit, where ncrit denotes the critical plasma density at which laser and plasma electron frequency are equal. The
projection shows the proton (y > 0) and carbon (y < 0) density distribution for a 150 nm thick cut slice through the x = 0 plane.
attribute the reduced laser to proton kinetic energy conversion
efficiency for decreasing target diameters to the geometrically
reduced cross-sectional overlap with the laser pulse. We
quantify this approach assuming a Gaussian laser spot. The
conversion efficiency as a function of sphere diameter is
then given as ηlp(dS) = η0(dS)/(10 μm), where (dS)
is the laser energy incident on the sphere with diameter
dS and η0 = 4% as observed experimentally. For the best
shots, i.e., highest maximum proton energies, the experimental
conversion efficiencies (solid squares) agree well with this
simple scaling. For spheres exceeding the focal spot size,
the scaling predicts saturating efficiencies comparable to the
TNSA case for foils. The slightly reduced values for the










sim (dL = 8.3 µm)
sim (dL = 3 µm)
analytical (cross section)
FIG. 4. Laser to proton kinetic energy conversion efficiency ηlp
plotted against target diameter dT normalized to the laser FWHM
focal spot size dL. Red squares are the experimental laser to proton
kinetic energy conversion efficiencies. Solid red squares correspond
to energetically best shots (solid black lines in Fig. 2). Blue triangles
and circles are results of 3D3V particle in cell simulations described
in the text. The black curve represents the analytical scaling taking
into account the cross-sectional overlap of the target with the laser.
19.3 μm target must be treated with caution, given our strongly
simplified assumption of a constant emission angle of π sr for
the differential spectra. Overall the curve shows remarkable
similarities to predictions by Ref. [8] and represents the
first experimental confirmation of this scenario. In the range
covered by our simulations the energy conversion efficiencies
observed in the simulations agree with experiments and
the simple analytical scaling. Simulations performed with a
smaller 3 μm FWHM focal spot size indicate that indeed
the reduced cross-sectional overlap with the laser rather than
just the reduced surface of the target is accountable for the
reduced efficiency. Hence, highly efficient proton acceleration
is feasible with laser focus and target matched at smaller
sizes, relaxing the currently costly requirement of large laser
energy.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the presented study constitutes the first
experimental study confirming the dependency of ion
acceleration on the ratio of target diameter to laser spot size,
which so far has only been treated theoretically [7,8,33]. We
consider our results to be of general relevance for laser-driven
ion accelerators. First, both the high-energy conversion
efficiency in the percent range and the high maximum proton
kinetic energy of 28 MeV demonstrate the scalability of
concepts tested with mass limited targets at smaller scale
laser facilities (1 J level) [12,34] to higher energy lasers
and consequently higher proton kinetic energies. Moreover,
by varying the target diameter in an unprecedented range
the results establish a qualitative idea of the laser plasma
interaction with a completely isolated mass limited target.
This may in combination with our detailed simulations
serve as a reference for future simulations and experimental
campaigns aiming to pick one single (or a more limited) set
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of target and laser parameters to focus on the understanding
and optimization of one particular acceleration mechanism.
While the presented ion source does not set new world
records for maximum proton kinetic energy or energy con-
version efficiency from laser to ion kinetic energy from a
laser-driven source, we emphasize that the well-defined proton
beam from a source with real submicron source size and
a well-known particle number enables unique applications
that require particle energies of more than 10 MeV from
such targets. This includes special implementations of high-
resolution ultrafast proton radiographies, laser absorption
measurements at high intensities via particle spectroscopy
of all particles contained in a target, and laboratory-scale
models for astrophysical processes including shock physics.
Therefore our efforts extend the tradition of isolated targets
for laser plasma interactions and demonstrate their poten-
tial for research and applications using cutting-edge laser
technology.
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